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Extreme Images, LLC is a family owned sign and
printing company located in Douglasville, GA. We
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for all your personal or business large format
printing needs.
We are committed to providing all of our
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SIGNS

SUBSTRATES

Corrugated Plastic

Corrugated plastic is a lightweight, dual-walled plastic material
with a makeup similar to corrugated cardboard.
Available thickness: 3, 10mm
Available colors: white, yellow, other colors available by
special order
Common uses: yard signs, special events, sponsorship signs
Pricing per square foot:
3mm
1 side, cut vinyl - $5.50
2 sides, cut vinyl - $7.50
1 side, printed - $7.50
2 sides, printed - $9.50

10mm
1 side, cut vinyl - $6.50
2 sides, cut vinyl - $12.00
1 side, printed - $9.50
2 sides, printed - $16.00

Aluminum Composite

Aluminum composite material (also known by its brand names,
Polymetal or Dibond) is a durable sign material
comprised of a polyethylene core sandwiched between
sheets of .012 aluminum.
Available thickness: 3, 6mm
Available colors: white, black
Common uses: outdoor or indoor permanent signage
Pricing per square foot:
3mm white
3mm black
1 side, cut vinyl - $10.50
1 side, cut vinyl - $12.50
2 sides, cut vinyl - $12.50
2 sides, cut vinyl - $14.50
1 side, printed - $12.50
1 side, printed - $13.50
2 sides, printed - $14.50
2 sides, printed - $ 15.50
6mm white
1 side, cut vinyl - $13.50
2 sides, cut vinyl - $14.50
1 side, printed - $14.50
2 sides, printed - $15.50

6mm black
1 side, cut vinyl - $14.50
2 sides, cut vinyl - $15.50
1 side, printed - $15.50
sides, printed - $16.50

All aluminum composite orders subject to $35 minimum.
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Acrylic

Aluminum

Acrylic (also known as Plexiglass) is a shatter-resistant
alternative to glass.
Available thickness: 3/16in, other thicknesses may be available
Available colors: clear, white
Common uses: lightbox panels, indoor decorative signage
Pricing per square foot:

Our aluminum substrate is a solid aluminum panel
Available thickness: .080, .040, .063
Available colors: white
Common uses: permanant outdoor signage, GCAF signs
(see page 14)

3/16in
1 side, cut vinyl - $12.50
1 side, printed - $14.50

Ask for pricing.
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Corrugated Aluminum

PVC

Corrugated aluminum is a dual-walled plastic material with a
makeup similar to corrugated fiberboard (cardboard).
Available thickness: 5, 10mm
Available colors: white
Common uses: outdoor permanent signage
Pricing per square foot:

PVC is a lightweight, versatile, durable plastic substrate.
Available thickness: 3mm, 6mm, roll
Available colors: white, other colors available by special order
Common uses: outdoor and indoor permanent signage,
routed letters
Pricing per square foot:

5mm
1 side, cut vinyl - $12.50
2 sides, cut vinyl - $14.50
1 side, printed - $15.50
2 sides, printed - $18.00

10mm
1 side, cut vinyl - $13.50
2 sides, cut vinyl - $14.50
1 side, printed - $17.50
2 sides, printed - $20.00

3mm
1 side, printed - $11.75
2 sides, printed - $13.75

6mm
1 side, printed - $14.00
2 sides, printed - $16.00

Roll
1 side, printed - $9.50
(material can yellow with age, cut vinyl not advised)
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Foam Core

Ultra Board

Foam core (foam board) is a lightweight, paper-faced
polystyrene material.
Available thickness: 3mm
Available colors: white
Common uses: temporary indoor signage
Pricing per square foot:
3mm
1 side, printed - $11.00
2 sides, printed - $

Ultra board is a lightweight, PVC-faced material.
Available thickness: 3/16, 1/2in
Available colors: white, black
Common uses: indoor signage
Pricing per square foot:
3/16in
1 side, printed - $13.00

1/2in
1 side, printed - $15.00
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Application Options
Digitally printed vinyl

We print on rolls of adhesive-backed vinyl with latex inks. This process allows us to print
full-color photos, logos, and other designs. The adhesive-backed print is then applied to your
substrate of choice to create a unique sign solution. All of our prints are laminated with a
UV-protectant laminate (gloss, matte, and other options available).

Cut vinyl

We have a wide range of vinyl colors to choose from. We use a vinyl cutter that cuts your
design out of the roll of vinyl. These graphics can then be applied to your substrate of choice.

SIGNS
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Installation Options
Post mounting

Most outdoor signs can be mounted to a post and installed in-ground at your location.
There are several post options when it comes to mounting your outdoor sign.
Pressure-treated post (PTP)

Standoffs

Standoffs offer an elegant way to display directional signage, photos, and other signs. This
system typically works better for small or medium signage. Since these create a gap
between the sign and the wall, this creates a unique opportunity for second-surface*
printed or cut vinyl graphics.

These posts are chemically treated to ward off insects,
microorganisms, and fungal decay. They can be left natural or
painted to match your sign. We offer decorative wooden caps
to top the post as well as PVC sleeves and caps that cover the
posts and offer an added level of protection.
Available thickness: 4x4”
Pricing:
*second surface: graphics applied
to the reverse side of a clear
substrate. This gives the product
the advantage of having a clear
substrate to further protect
the image.

U-channel post
These posts are most commonly used for traffic signs. Their
pre-drilled holes make mounting different size signs simple.
Pricing:

Stands

We offer three main types of signage that can be used for outdoor temporary yard signs.

Aluminum tubing
These square aluminum posts come in a variety of sizes to fit
your project. These posts are typically painted to match
your sign.

Wire Stand

Steel Stand

Banjo Frame

These temporary signs are
used for corrugated plastic.
Price: $2.00 each

These heavy duty signs are
used for corrugated plastic.
Price $7.50 each

Any outdoor sign substrate
can be bolted to this sign.
Price: $16.50 each
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Specialty Signs
Lightboxes

We can order custom-size single and double sided LED lightboxes. We can design and
create custom acrylic faces and install the lightbox on your building, post, or pylon sign.
Ask for custom pricing.

V-cut
This process utilizes a router to cut your custom lettering or
design into sign foam material. The panel is then painted to
match your color scheme.
Custom pricing available.

Dimensional letters
This process utilizes a router to cut letters and shapes out
of PVC. These letters are then painted and can be mounted
directly to your wall or with standoffs.
Custom pricing available.

Zip trac can be applied to your
acrylic faces. We can also order
changable copy in a variety of
sizes.

Monument signs

We can custom build masonry signs to your specifications. We can also order a variety of
poured foam monument signs that are routed and painted to your specifications. Ask for
custom pricing.

Channel letters

Make your storefront more eyecatching with custom channel letters. Ask for
custom pricing and size options.
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Real estate sign package

GCAF signs

Extreme Images is a certified dealer of Georgia Clean Air Force signage. GCAF allows for
2x3ft or 3x4ft signs. We can create these single or double sided on regulation .063 aluminum.
2x3ft
1 side - $75.00
2 sides - $95.00
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For realtors, we offer special pricing on sign packages. Each sign package includes 2 single
sided 30x18” printed sheets of PVC attached back to back on a custom real estate post.
Discounts are given according to the quantity of signs per order.

3x4ft
1 side - $150.00
2 sides - $150.00

QTY: 1-5
$44.50 each
QTY: 6-14
$39.50 each
QTY: 15 or more
$34.50 each

SIGNS

Trade show displays

We can custom-design trade show popup displays, table throws, retractable banners,
literature displays, flags, and more! Ask for pricing.
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Graphic types
Digitally printed vinyl

We print on rolls of adhesive-backed vinyl with latex inks. These prints can then be cut out
on our vinyl cutter, creating custom-shaped decals. All of our prints are laminated with a
UV-protectant laminate. Aggressive-adhesive vinyl available upon request.

Printed only
$9.50/sf
Printed & installed
$12.50/sf

Laminate Options

Gloss

Matte

Dry-erase

Floor lam

Cut vinyl

We have a wide range of vinyl colors to choose from. We use a vinyl cutter that cuts your
design out of the roll of vinyl. These graphics can then be applied to your window, door,
vehicle, or other smooth surface.
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Vehicle wraps
Mobile advertising

We can create custom designed full or partial vehicle wraps. Our certified installers use
cast vinyl specifically made to adhere to the contours of your vehicle. Wrapping your
vehicle is a great way to advertise your business wherever you go! Ask for custom pricing.
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Perforated window film
Versatile graphic solution

Perforated window film is a printable vinyl with small holes that allows light to pass
through. The printed graphic is visible from one side, but not the other side; the other
side remains partially see-through. When applied to storefront windows, not only does
perforated window film function as exterior advertising, but it can also cut down on
energy costs as it blocks some sunlight from entering. When applied to vehicle windows,
perforated window film can provide an extra layer of security as others cannot see into
your vehicle.

Printed & installed
$13.50/sf
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Static cling

Magnets

Repositionable printed designs

Reusable vehicle advertising

Static cling is a printable vinyl that, with proper care, can be used and reused. The vinyl
uses static electricity to cling to your windows from the inside or outside of the glass.

We can create custom-designed printed or cut vinyl magnets to be used as removable
mobile advertising. The standard size for vehicle magnets is 24x18;” pricing for custom
sizes is available upon request.

Printed
$58.00 each
or 2 for $108.00

Printed
$9.50/sf

Cut vinyl
$38.00 each
or 2 for $65.00
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Alumigraphics
Graphics that go anywhere

Alumigraphic vinyl is a foil-based print media that comes smooth or textured. The foil
inside this unique material allows it to be applied to almost any surface including brick,
asphalt, and cement. Custom pricing available upon request.
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Graphic options
Digitally printed banners

We print on banner material with latex inks. This option can be used if you would like
multiple colors and/or (non-copyrighted) photos on your banner.

Printed
1 side - $7.50/sf
2 sides - $10.50/sf
Printed team banners
1 side - $6.00/sf

Cut vinyl banners

This more economic option includes text and graphics in one color on a white background.

Cut vinyl
1 side - $5.50/sf
2 sides - $9.50/sf
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Finish options
Hem & grommet

All of our banner pricing includes hems along all four edges and grommets in the corners
and every 2ft along the outside edge. The hem helps to protect the banner from fraying,
and grommets allow the banner to be hung with rope, twine, or zip ties.

Pole pockets

Pole pockets can be substituted for grommets if the banner will be hung from a horizontal
pole instead of tied off.
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Retractable banner stands
Event solutions

We can order retractable banner stands in 24, 36, 48, and 60in widths. These mobile
banner stands are perfect for trade shows and special events. Ask for custom pricing.
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Canvas prints
A personal touch

Let us print and frame a cherished (non-copyrighted) family photo. Custom canvas prints
make great gifts for the holidays!

Printed only
$15.50/sf

Printed & framed
$20.50/sf
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Refurbish & repair
New again

Our qualified install technicians can refurbish or repair your existing signage. Estimates are
always free of charge!
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